Located on the second floor, the Moral Choices Hall proudly features our beloved Jerold B. Katz Family Butterfly Loft featuring an artistic butterfly sculpture and handmade butterfly display in memory of the 1.5 million children who perished during the Holocaust. This eye-catching structure offers an extraordinary setting for receptions. Alongside the Moral Choices Hall, guests may visit the captivating Samuel Bak Gallery, the only Bak gallery in the United States featuring 130 unique paintings rotated periodically.

Theater-style Capacity: 150 max (Moral Choices Hall); 20 max (Samuel Bak Gallery)
Table Seated Capacity: 100 max (Moral Choices Hall)
Standing Capacity: 200 max (Moral Choices Hall); 50 max (Samuel Bak Gallery)
Pricing: $3,000 (4-hour rental; evening only)

Food and/or beverages are allowed in designated area(s) only